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Enterprise Data
Architecture Assessments
With so much data being generated by companies and organizations like yours, it can be difficult to
think big picture when you’re fighting multiple small-scale fires on a daily, or even hourly, basis.

We Have Your Roadmap For Maximum Optimization
High-performance data delivery systems start with an architecture that’s flexible, scalable, and reliable—
coupled with database, network, and infrastructure expertise.
Fortified Data provides holistically driven assessments that identify what’s going well and what can be
improved—and then delivers a comprehensive roadmap for maximum optimization and ongoing risk analyses.

Holistic Assessments Are Game-Changers
Data-driven decisions are informed decisions that drive performance.

Data Tier Assessment

You’ll see the full picture of your database implementation. Our health assessments prioritize,
assign risk, and create a roadmap for your organization to move forward.

Architecture Assessment

We provide a technical overview of your data tier that validates the alignment of your business
objectives, technical capabilities, and data strategy to help you wisely upgrade, consolidate,
virtualize, and migrate your environment.

Cloud Readiness Assessment

We evaluate your application, workloads, and data trends to help identify what data workloads are
ideal for the Cloud. We’ll help you identify the best path for getting there by leveraging the people,
processes, and technologies that align with your business strategy.

Scalability Assessment

Takes the guesswork out of your capacity planning and provides a roadmap to get your system
ready to support targeted growth ratios.

Availability Assessment

Whether it’s because of natural or accidental disasters, malicious data deletion, or a server failingover, unplanned downtime negatively impacts organizations. We evaluate your architecture to
validate which of these events you are, or aren’t, prepared for and how fast you can recover.
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Proven Results

A holistic view is needed to assess the current state, so you can focus on increasing future performance.

Our scalability
recommendations enabled a
payment processor to meet a
transaction increase of

2x-10x

Our Cloud and virtualization
recommendations
helped an organization
reduce their future-state
environment cost by

Our health and configuration
recommendations increased
an organization’s system
performance by over

$200k

50%

The Fortified Data Difference
Fortified Data is a next-generation, full-stack IT partner focused
exclusively on proactively planning and designing data systems
for performance and scalability. Our results-driven commitment
means we succeed when our clients succeed. Whether you need
data management or a comprehensive data strategy, Fortified Data
works closely with you to take your organization to the next level.

Let us show you what’s possible.

(844) 282-DATA
¨

sales@fortifieddata.com

